
Slovenská organizačná in cooperation with town of Kremnica  
and ŠK CIV SK Kremnica

invite you to the event

Slovakia Chess Open
O Kremnický zlatý dukát

Date: 15.08. - 18.08.2024

Tournament Director: Ján Kišon

Chief Arbiter: Tomáš Perička 

Venue: Kremnica Municipal Cultural Centre  

Right of participation: Registered players with a maximum rating of 2399 (as of 
01.08.2024).

System: Tournaments will be played in 7 rounds swiss system according to the 
FIDE Laws of Chess. Time control is 60 minutes with an increment of 30 seconds 
for each move, starting from move 1.  Default time is 30 minutes. 
Results of tournaments will be sent for LOK SR and FIDE rating calculation LOK. 

Tie breakers: 
1.  Cut Buchholz (without opponent with the least amount of points), 2. Result of 
the mutual game, 3. Number of victories, 4. Full Buchholz, 5. Armagedon (in case 
it affects prizes). 
All matters related to the rules of the game are the responsibility of the Chief 
Arbiter. Decisions of Chief Arbiter during the tournament are definitive. 

Entry fee: 35€, Members of Banská Bystrica Chess Association – discount 5€.

Prize fund: 1 250€
Main financial prizes of 600€
I. 300€, II. 200€, III. 100€ + material prizes according to the final placement
Additional material prizes are together 400€ in the categories:
Woman I. 100€
Senior (1964 and older) I. 100€ 
Junior U18 (2006 and younger) I. 100€  
Pupil U14 (2010 and younger) I. 100€ 



Material prizes in categories will be in the form of vouchers to the chess store 
https://www.sachovepomocky.sk/ from the company JAVES, s.r.o. 

Cumulation of prizes in categories is not allowed.

Prizes in categories are valid only if there were at least 5 players competing in that 
category. With fewer players in a category, prizes can be reduced. Cumulation of 

prizes is allowed.

Winners can claim their prize only if they attend the closing ceremony. 
By registering to any of the tournaments, participants consent to the 

production of audio and video materials, photographs and their use for the 
tournament promotion. 

General information:

Accommodation: Hotel Centrál Kremnica
Hotel Veterník Kremnica

Registration: filled out form  or contact Tomáš Perička, +421 908 370 268, 
   kremnica@slovakiachessopen.sk

Please pay the entry fee to the account:  Mbank  SK84 8360 5207 0042 0588 7037
As a variable symbol enter the date of birth in the format YYYYMMDD.
The deadline for submission is 04.08.2024. Registration will be accepted only after 
payment of the entry fee. Registrations made after this deadline will be with an 
additional  fee  of  +10€.  
In case of a larger number of participants, the day of payment of the entry fee is  
decisive  for  the  admission  of  the  player  to  the  tournament.

Cancellation fees:
15 days before the tournament: 100% of the entry fee will be refunded
7-14 days before the tournament: 50% of the entry fee will be refunded
1-6 days before the tournament: The entry fee is non-refundable but 50% of the 
entry fee can be used at any of the Slovakia Chess Open events in 2024. 



 Slovakia Chess Open
O Kremnický zlatý dukát

Schedule

Thursday 15.08.
13:00 - 15:30 Registration (possibility of presentation by email / mobile)
17:00  1st round

Friday 16.08.
09:00  2nd round 
17:00  3rd round

Saturday 17.08.
09:00  4th round
17:00  5th round

Sunday 18.08.
08:30  6th round
13:30  7th round

Closing ceremony will start approximately 15 minutes after 
the end of the last game 

We are looking forward to your participation!!! 


